UNITY. UNITY is an alternative to religions. It is a syncretic,
secular, yet spiritual belief system and a charity to aid the
education of children and adults; its specific aim is to provide secular education with an emphasis on syncretism and humanism.
UNITY is a humanist movement propagating world peace,
equality, tolerance and compassion and espouses a revolution
toward a new world-order, as per J. Krishnamurti*. UNITY makes a
stand against the bigoted and xenophobic beliefs of Donald Trump,
Pauline Hanson, Marine Le Pen, Frauke Petry, Geert Wilders et al **.
The donations to UNITY will be distributed to various charitable
organizations; UNITY will not provide charitable services itself
… it is recognized that many non-governmental organizations
exist with well established channels for providing those services;
thus the aim is for UNITY to have zero administration costs.
The bedrock of UNITY is my book en.light.en.ment. The credo
of UNITY are the 11 beliefs listed in my essay WHAT I BELIEVE.
Importantly, UNITY is a charity and a creed … but not a religion;
there is no God, guru, prophet or pope. Carsten Burm eister
.
*Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895 - 1986) was a freethinking philosopher, speaker, writer and
educator. His supporters work through non-profit
foundations with several independent schools,
based on Krishnamurti’s views on education.
.

Krishnamurti’s subject matters included psychological revolution, the nature of mind, meditation,
inquiry, human relationships and bringing about
radical change in society. He stressed the need
for a revolution in the psyche of every human.
..

u·ni·ty
the state of being one or united into a whole;
the quality of being in accord or harmony
.
syn·cre·tism
the amalgamation of different philosophies,
cultures, belief systems and schools of thought
.
creed
a statement or system of beliefs or principles
devoid of dogmas … as opposed to religions
.Creed
**Nation destroyers in the United States, Australia, France, Germany, Holland respectively.
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